Dynamics of CO2 scattering off a perfluorinated self-assembled monolayer. Influence of the incident collision energy, mass effects, and use of different surface models.
The dynamics of collisions of CO2 with a perfluorinated alkanethiol self-assembled monolayer (F-SAM) on gold were investigated by classical trajectory calculations using explicit atom (EA) and united atom (UA) models to represent the F-SAM surface. The CO2 molecule was directed perpendicularly to the surface at initial collision energies of 1.6, 4.7, 7.7, and 10.6 kcal/mol. Rotational distributions of the scattered CO2 molecules are in agreement with experimental distributions determined for collisions of CO2 with liquid surfaces of perfluoropolyether. The agreement is especially good for the EA model. The role of the mass in the efficiency of the energy transfer was investigated in separate simulations in which the mass of the F atoms was replaced by either that of hydrogen or chlorine, while keeping the potential energy function unchanged. The calculations predict the observed trend that less energy is transferred to the surface as the mass of the alkyl chains increases. Significant discrepancies were found between results obtained with the EA and UA models. The UA surface leads to an enhancement of the energy transfer efficiency in comparison with the EA surface. The reason for this is in the softer structure of the UA surface, which facilitates transfer from translation to interchain vibrational modes.